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Abstract
Sustainable and cost-effective long-term storage remains

an unsolved problem. The most widely used storage tech-
nologies today are magnetic (hard disk drives and tape). They
use media that degrades over time and has a limited lifetime,
which leads to inefficient, wasteful, and costly solutions for
long-lived data. This paper presents Silica: the first cloud stor-
age system for archival data underpinned by quartz glass,
an extremely resilient media that allows data to be left in
situ indefinitely. The hardware and software of Silica have
been co-designed and co-optimized from the media up to the
service level with sustainability as a primary objective. The
design follows a cloud-first, data-driven methodology un-
derpinned by principles derived from analyzing the archival
workload of a large public cloud service. Silica can support
a wide range of archival storage workloads and ushers in a
new era of sustainable, cost-effective storage.

CCS Concepts: • Information systems→ Cloud based
storage; Information storage technologies; • General
and reference → Measurement; Design; • Hardware →
Emerging optical and photonic technologies.
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1 Introduction
Demand for archival storage for high-value, long-lived data

continues to grow exponentially [26]. Cloud archival storage
providers exploit statistical multiplexing of many customers’
workloads onto a shared storage platform to offer the lowest-
cost storage. Today, in all large-scale cloudproviders, themost
cost-effectivemedia is magnetic, usually combining hard disk
drives (HDDs) and tape. Allmagnetic media has limited life-
times, and the data on it degrades over time, so it has to to be
migrated. In particular, HDDs have a ∼5-year and tape a ∼10-
year lifetime. Since bit rot occurs in both over time, storage
systems use scrubbing [5, 38, 39] to guarantee data integrity.
Further, both have significant media costs, requiring garbage
collection and defragmentation over time. As a result, while it
would be intuitive to assume that data storage costs are a func-
tion of the customer access rates, formost archival workloads,
the background management accesses associated with the
refresh cycle, data integrity checking, and garbage collection
dominate user accesses. Hence, they also dominate the costs
associated with storing data. Ironically, since most archival
data is rarely accessed, the environmental and financial costs
of storing archival data onmagnetic media increase over time.

Another common misconception is that archival storage is
a disaster recovery workload, where reads are rare and access
largevolumesof data.Tapeand tape librariesweredesigned to
support this workload: a modern tape is over 1km long, spool-
ing takes over aminute, and read drives provide high through-
put (∼360 MB/s). Tape library robots are prone to failures
leading to media unavailability and are designed to perform
tape load/unload operations assumingminutes of IO per tape.
While tape offers the lowest $/GB equipment cost, all these
challenges translate into runtime complexity. Section 2 shows
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(a) Ratio of writes over reads per month.
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(b) Percentages of read bytes (right y-axis) and
count (left y-axis) vs. file size buckets.
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(c) Tail over median read throughput across data
centers.

Figure 1. Cloud archival workload characteristics.

that cloud archival workloads are different to the disaster re-
coveryscenario: ina largecloudarchival service, theworkload
is dominated by many small read IOs (80th percentile reads
< 10MiB) and the majority of total read bytes (80th percentile)
correspond to less than 2% of all read requests.
Silica is a first attempt to explore a clean-slate archival

storage system, designed to service modern cloud archival
workloads sustainably and efficiently. The media that Silica
uses is quartz glass (fused silica). Using glass provides an ex-
tremely low-cost Write-Once-Read-Many (WORM) media
with no bit rot overmore than 1000 years. This latter property
means that the media removes the need for integrity check-
ing, minimizing energy usage over time. Since the media is
low-cost, it also removes the need to perform active garbage
collection. Finally, our design of the storage system around
glass media removes the need for the refresh cycle, allowing
data to be left in situ, and dramatically reducing the carbon
footprint of long-lived data.
The hardware (media, drives, and library) for Silica has

been co-designed along with a software stack to operate as
a cloud-first storage platform. We employ full disaggrega-
tion [14] of both the hardware and the software: we design
each part of the system to enable elasticity and maximize
utilization without sacrificing maintanability and flexibility.

Each component of the software stack of Silica is designed
as auser-levelmicroservice that is fault-tolerant, canbe scaled
independently, and runs on the compute hardware that best
matches it. The lack of dependence on kernel-level functional-
ity also allows for greater flexibility in maintenance and evo-
lution. These include the data preparation pipeline forwriting
(usingCPUswithparallel vector instructions), thedatadecode
pipeline for converting signal from the analog into the digital
domain (using efficient ML inference hardware), as well as
the control plane of the media library (using low-power CPU
cores). Thus, the system is resource-proportional: the software
stack right-sizes to the amount of customer load at any given
time, and the hardware is designed to allow independent scal-
ing of read throughput, write throughput, and robotics.
The Silica library does not use gantry robotics as a tra-

ditional tape library, but instead, uses a set of free roaming

shuttles inspired by state-of-the-art warehouse robotic sys-
tems. Our read andwrite processes use different technologies;
and to minimize stranded resources (and lower the storage
costs), we use physically different read and write drives. This
allows independent scaling of read and write throughput.
Additionally, this design allows us to create the first storage
system that offers true air-gap-by-design: the robotics are un-
able to insert a glass platter into a write drive once the glass
media has been written.
We have learned that building a new storage technology

from the media up consists of three stages: (i) understanding
and controlling the physics; (ii) scaling mechanisms to oper-
ate at thedesired scale and speed; and (iii)operationalizing the
technology into a deployable form.We have a strong under-
standing and control of the physics. We also understand the
scalingmechanisms,haveprototypedreadandwrite technolo-
gies that can achieve the required throughputs and density,
and have prototyped a full-scale media library that provides
long-term platter storage. This work spanned research and
innovation in physics, machine learning, computer systems,
and industrial design. We are actively working on the third
stage, as the production hardware is not yet fully operational.
In this paper, we provide details about all parts of the sys-

tem and focus particularly on the computer systems aspects.
We describe the basics of reading and writing, the library,
shuttle management, the software stack, howwe tolerate fail-
ures, our data layout policies, and data pipelines for writing,
reading, and processing in an elastic storage stack. To show
that the system is able to service cloud archival workloads,
we benchmark our large-scale prototype and present results
from a full-system, discrete event simulator in Section 7.

2 Cloud ArchivalWorkloads
This section examines workload characteristics for a set

of geographically distributed tape libraries that implement
part of amulti-tenant cloud archival storage service. The tape
libraries need to support a service-level objective (SLO) on the
order of 10+ hours. A data center contains one or more tape
libraries, with a variable number of tapes, frames, and tape



drives. We log all I/O operations performed across all tape li-
braries, and filter to include I/O operations that are performed
as a direct consequence of user requests. Here, we focus on
the read andwrite operations over a period of six months in
2022, which represents tens of billions of operations.
The first characteristic we look at is the writes over reads

per month in terms of data volume and number of operations,
shown inFigure1(a).This shows that, onaverage for everyMB
read there are 47 MBs written, and for every read operation
there are 174writes.We can see somevariation acrossmonths,
but writes always dominate by over an order of magnitude.

Next, we examine the read request sizes, where intuitively,
one may expect the workload to be a small number of large
reads. Figure 1(b) shows the percentage of volumeof data read
(grey, right y-axis) and thepercentageof readoperations (blue,
left y-axis) vs. ranges of file sizes. Small files dominate the
workload, with 58.7% of the reads for files of 4 MiB or smaller.
However, these reads only contribute 1.2% of the volume of
data read. Files larger than 256 MiB comprise around 85% of
bytes read but less than 2% of total read requests. Additionally,
there is a long tail of request sizes: there is∼ 10 orders of mag-
nitude between the smallest and largest requested file sizes.

Tounderstandhowhomogenousorheterogeneous the read
workload is, we extracted the 30most read-active data centers.
For each, we calculate the the median and 99.9th percentile
(tail) hourly read rates (in MB/s). Figure 1(c) shows the data
centers ranked by 99.9th percentile rates, normalized to the
median. We observe a variability in the workload within data
centers, with up to 7 orders of magnitude difference between
the median and the tail, as well as large variability across
different data centers.
To understand the burstiness of the ingress rate, we mea-

sure the volume of data written per data center in different
time windows, varying from 1 to 60 days. Within each rolling
window, we calculate the average ingress rate based on the
total volume of data written over that period. Figure 2 shows
one representative data center, but the trend is quantitatively
similar for all. We plot the peak over mean rate across all the
rolling windows at different time aggregations. At the granu-
larity of a day, thepeakdaily rate is∼16xhigher than themean
daily rate. As the aggregation time increases beyond 30 days,
the peak overmean ratio decreases significantly down to only
∼2, indicating that the average write rate is similar across
different 30-day windows. The write rate gets smoother as
we increase the aggregation time, resulting in a muchmore
predictable ingress rate over a longer window.
Summary and key system design observations. To sum-
marize, as expected for archival storage, theworkload is heav-
ily write-dominated. However, unexpectedly, the IO opera-
tions are dominated by small file accesses. There is variability
in the workload for both reads and writes, both within and
across different data centers; and the read bandwidth needs
to be provisioned to at least handle the burstiness. However,
whilewrites are bursty at the granularity of a day orweek and
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Figure 2. Peak over mean of average ingress rate across
rolling windows as a function of the aggregation time.

have a high peak tomean ratio up to∼16, across windows of a
month, the write workload has a peak tomean ratio close to 2.
These insights have big implications on the design of an

archival storage tier. The library and read drives need to be
able to handle a large volume of I/O requests for small files,
so we need to minimize any mechanical overheads involved
before themedia is ready for reading. This includes themedia
transfer,mounting, and seekingdelays.Theaverage read is for
less than 4 MiB, so raw per-drive read throughput for the cus-
tomer load is less important. For thesmall fractionof largefiles,
sharding acrossmultiple platters can help. There is variability
across data centers and it is important to enable read, write
and library robotics to scale independently at different sites: a
one-size-fits-all approach would lead to stranded capacity at
most sites. Write bandwidth would normally be provisioned
for peak, butwith these access patterns, thatwould lead to low
average utilization over time. In Silica, we smooth the write
load over timewith relatively small volume of staging prior to
writing.Thisallowsus to reducecostsbymaking thepeakonly
a little higher than mean, so write utilization remains high.

3 Storing Data in Glass
We provide a high-level overview of how data is written

and read from glass to understand howwe exploit these prop-
erties in the design of Silica. Different technologies are used
for writing and reading. Fused silica is the ideal media for
archival storage because it has three suitable properties: (i) it
is low-cost; (ii) it is chemically inert, so, durable and resilient
to the environment (e.g. temperature, moisture, and electro-
magnetic interference); and (iii) the structures used to store
data in it have lifetimes of over 1000 years [50].
The glass platter used to store data in Silica is a square

that is approximately the size of a DVD. Unlike traditional
optical discs, data is stored by making permanent physical
modifications inside the pure glass platter (rather than thin
film sandwiched in a pre-fabricated media) [51]. The mod-
ifications are not susceptible to bit rot or corruption, so no
scrubbing is required. Therefore, fused silica is sustainable
and provides aWrite-Once-Read-Many (WORM) media. The
platters are stored in the library and are not encased with any
mechanics or other materials.



The permanent modifications change the physical struc-
ture of the glass [51]. They are created using femtosecond-
scale (∼10−15 seconds) high power pulses from an ultrashort
pulse laser.We refer to thesemodifications as voxels. To create
a voxel, pulses are focused into the glass, and a single voxel
can encodemultiple bits (on the order of 3 or 4) bymodulating
the polarization of the laser beam and the pulse energy during
voxel creation [23, 40, 41, 50, 51]. Voxels are written side-by-
side in 2D layers across theXYplane.As in [51] the 3Dvolume
of the glass is used, and in the Z axis 100s of layers of these XY
planes can be created. The refractive index of a voxel depends
on the orientation of the light’s electric field [45] and this is
called form birefringence.
Writing an entire platter of glass happens in a single load

into thewrite drive; wewrite from the deepest to the top layer
in the platter. Prior to writing, user data is buffered in an on-
line storage tier. Relevant coding is performed on the data (see
Section 5). In contrast to existing optical storage technologies,
there is no spinning media in Silica. This is mainly driven
by the read requirements: handling and stabilizing circular
spinning media prior to performing small IOs is complex and
induces additional delays. The write drives can achieve suf-
ficient write throughput with low enough power to make a
production-scale write drive feasible and cost-efficient.

Overwrites arehandled logically byversioning inmetadata,
as the media is WORM and low-cost. Similarly, deletes are
handled by encryption key deletion [46] for the file and re-
moving pointers to it from themetadata. If a platter no longer
contains live data, it can be melted down and sustainably
recycled as blank media.

Reading does not use a femtosecond laser; it uses polariza-
tion microscopy [42] to image the platter. A polarized light
beam is focused on the 2Dplane of voxels of interest inside the
glass, and the resultant electricfield ismeasuredontoacamera
sensor [51]. The readdrive doesnot decode these images inter-
nally, but generates a sequence of images of the voxels. These
are thenprocessed fordecoding (seeSection3.2). Thepowerof
light used during reading cannot affect the physical structure
of written voxels so cannot corrupt, overwrite, or erase any
data stored, even if buggy, faulty, or under malicious control.

A platter consists of sectors: a 2D group of voxels in an XY
plane. A sector is dimensioned such that a read drive can im-
age an entire sector in one image, is rectangular, and contains
over 100,000 voxels (upwards of 100 kB of data). A 3D stack of
sectors in the platter is called a track. Overall, we achieve high
volumetric densities, and evenwith engineering overheads to
support reading and decoding, we can still achieve multiple
TBs of user data stored per platter.

When a read is performed, the required platter is mechan-
ically loaded into the read drive and the plattermounted. The
read drive seeks on the XY plane to locate the desired track,
and reads an entire track’s sectors in a single fast scan in the
Z direction. Remember that the workload is dominated by
small reads; many read operations can be serviced by reading

a single track. The read technology allows the throughput of
the read drive to scale in multiples of 30 MB/s, and there is a
cost-performance trade-off. It is possible to have read drives
with different throughputs in the same library. In Section 7,
we evaluate the impact on system performance of varying
the throughput between 30 and 210 MB/s.
3.1 Data Verification

Data verification is a critical part of the Silica design. As dif-
ferent technologies are used to read and write, after a platter
is written it must be fully read using the same technology that
will beused to read it subsequently. This happens before aplat-
ter is stored in the library and any stagedwrite data is deleted.
This design has an interesting consequence: during the

period when user data is being written into the library, the
workload is going to become read-dominated. Every bytewrit-
ten must be read to be verified, in addition to the user reads.
The read bandwidth has to be provisioned for peak user read
rate, however the read workloads are very bursty, so read
drive utilization is extremely low on average. Thus, the verifi-
cationworkload simply utilizes what would otherwise be idle
readdrives. To enablehighdrive efficiency, twoplatters canbe
mounted simultaneously in a read drive: one undergoing ver-
ification, and one servicing a customer read. Customer traffic
is prioritized over verification, with the read drive switching
away when a platter is mounted for a customer read. As soon
as thecustomerplatter stopsbeingaccessed, the readdrivehas
the ability to quickly switch to the other platter and continue
verification. This is similar to avoiding head-of-line blocking
of mice flows by elephant flows in networked systems.
3.2 Data Decode
All storage requires signal conversion from the analog to

the digital domain during readout, followed by error correc-
tion toachieveapersistentandreliable storagemedia. InSilica,
to decode the data stored in each sector,weprocess the images
captured by the read drive using machine learning, as it pro-
videsuswithmoreaccurate signal conversion to thedigital do-
main than traditional signal processing techniques. Machine
learning models are able to better learn and account for any
noiseproperties inherent in the end-to-endwrite and readpro-
cesses including: inter-symbol interference between adjacent
voxels in the glass, scattered light from neighbouring layers
during readout, variability between optical components, and
more. By contrast, traditional signal processing techinques
require extensive understanding of all these characteristics
and careful (often hand-crafted) processing to remove their ef-
fects. Designing and prototyping the hardware in-house also
means we have essentially unlimited training data to further
improve the accuracy of the machine learning decoder.
We pose the problem as a classification task: the network

must classify every voxel into its most likely symbol value.
For each sector, the network takes the set of images captured
by the read drive as input, and outputs a 2D array of proba-
bility distributions over the encoded symbols for all voxels



in the sector, one distribution for each voxel. These distri-
butions are subsequently used as inputs into the per-sector
error-correction code (Section 5).

Ourdecodestackevolvedover theyears fromusingasimple
VGG-style [43] network that decoded a single voxel at a time
to a custom fully-convolutional U-Net [37] network that de-
codes an entire sector at a time. The decode stack uses amicro-
services architecture and is elastic in its resource usage. It sup-
ports SLOs ranging fromseconds to hours, and exploits that to
allowtime-shiftingofprocessing toperiodsof lowest compute
costs. TheMLmodel can also be updated as it evolveswithout
the need for firmware updates to the read drives or the library.
The processors used for inference can also be upgraded over
time to minimize costs, as processor technologies evolve.

4 The Glass Library
The Silica library design is driven by four key objectives.

Data stored on platters at rest should not consume any re-
sources, keeping costs and energy requirements low. The
library should be able to store platters for at least the life-
time of the data center without requiring large-scale transfer
of platters between library generations. The read and write
bandwidth should beprovisioned independently and it should
be possible to scale them on the order of months according
to the workload demand. Failures in the library mechanics
should minimize impact on unavailability and performance.

A Silica library is a sequence of contiguous write, read, and
storage racks interconnected by a platter delivery system.
Along all racks there are parallel horizontal rails that span the
entire library. We refer to a side of the library (spanning all
racks) as apanel. A set of free roaming robots called shuttles are
used to move platters between locations. A shuttle is slightly
taller than the vertical spacing between two rails and, in the
default configuration, is attached to two rails. Each shuttle
is untethered and battery-powered, and it can move across
the entirety of the panel whichmaximizes the potential paths
in the library that it can use. In the horizontal direction, shut-
tles move along rails. To move vertically between rail tracks,
shuttles crab. When crabbing, the shuttle releases one rail,
pivots around the other rail, and then grips onto the target
rail. Crabbing allows shuttles to move between rails at any
pointwithout need for dedicated vertical rails. Shuttles have a
mechanism for handling platters called a picker; a shuttle uses
the picker to pick any platter from the shelf between its rails.
The shuttle can then carry the platter to another location in
the panel and place it at its destination (i.e., a read drive or
storage slot).
From left to right, a default Silica library deployment has

a write rack, then a read rack, and then sufficient storage
racks to fit all the platters produced by the write drive over
its lifetime. Finally, another read rack is placed at the end.
The separation of read drives helps minimize the distance
shuttles travel, and also enables availability if storage racks

become partitioned due to shuttle failures. The read, storage,
and write racks can be independently scaled if needed.
The storage rack is designed for cost-effective long-term

storage and efficient automated platter handling. Platters are
storedvertically in slotsonasetof shelves similarly tobookson
a bookshelf. There is a shelf between each pair of contiguous
rails in the panel, which enables direct access to all platters
from the panel. The storage racks have no active mechanical
or electrical components: combined with the properties of
glass, they do not need to be powered or cooled, and platters
are securely held using gravity without any active locking
mechanism. Storage racks do not need replacement for the
lifetime of the data center.

A read rack containsmultiple read drives. Each read drive is
independent and has slots intowhich platters are inserted and
removed.Thenumberof shuttles active onapanel is limited to
twice the number of read drives in the panel. The write drive
is full-rack-sized and writes multiple platters concurrently.
Written platters are collected by shuttles and delivered to read
drives for verification. The air gap property is enforced by
guaranteeing that the mechanics cannot move a platter from
the eject bay back to the write drive (i.e., a one-way system),
and the empty platter supply is not reachable by the shuttles.
Both read and write racks require cooling, power, and net-
work connectivity. Visuals of a Silica library are available at
aka.ms/Silica.
4.1 Controller

The library controller runs as a service thatmanages the re-
sources of the library. At a high-level, it oversees writing plat-
ters, schedulesverifications,monitors thebattery level of shut-
tles, and assigns platters to slots in the storage racks. Impor-
tantly, the controller schedules and manages shuttles, which
we focus on in this section. This is critical for the read oper-
ations, and the controller is designed to maximize the library
aggregate read throughputwhile optimizing the utilization of
the read drives and the shuttles. The controller has three log-
ical tasks: scheduling, traffic management and load balancing.
The scheduler manages the request queue, while monitor-

ing the expected tail latency for reading data (as opposed to
mean). The scheduler maintains a queue ordered on request
arrival time and maintains a separate structure that groups
all requests for the same platter. By default, once a platter is
inserted into a read drive all the requests for that platter are
serviced since the fetch time dominates. Doing so amortizes
a fetch across many reads when possible. We could optimize
the read order to minimize seek latency, but seek latency is
one of the lowest overheads in the system.
Platter fetch selection is based on work-conserving fair-

ness. The platter selected has the earliest queued read among
the platters that are accessible. Due to work preservation, the
selected platter might not have the earliest queued request
overall. For example, if the earliest queued request is for a plat-
ter currently obscured by a shuttle picking another platter, it

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/project/project-silica/


will not be serviced next. However, the scheduler guarantees
that it will be executed as soon as the required resources are
available.

Once a platter is selected, the traffic manager assigns a free
shuttle to fetch it. Shuttles have full freedom of motion on
a panel, so the design space of possible traffic management
policies is very large. This is akin to the Multiple Agent Path
Finding (MAPF) problemwhich is known to beNP-hard in the
general case [49]. The traffic manager ensures shuttles mo-
tionsdonot cause conflicts on shared railswithin thepanel. Ef-
fectively it minimizes congestionwhichmeans a shuttle needs
to slow down (or stop) to give way. The manager minimizes
congestion as a two stage process: optimize paths globally for
all shuttles, then dynamically mitigates localized congestion.

To reduce complexity and keep traffic management simple
and predictable, the trafficmanager splits the storage racks
and read drives in the panel into 𝑛 logically partitioned rect-
angular segments, where𝑛 is the number of active shuttles on
the panel. Each logical partition must contain one shuttle and
at least one read drive slot. Under normal operation, shuttles
do not move outside of their logical partition, which elim-
inates congestion at the read drives. Congestion can occur
at the boundaries between logical partitions and is resolved
by a localized conflict resolution mechanism prioritizing the
shuttle with the highest identifier. In Section 7, we show that
this is rare and does not lead to imbalance across partitions.
During normal operation, shuttles move along shortest paths
within their partition. If a partition contains multiple read
drives, we select the one that minimizes the time to mount
the platter, which is the time it takes to move to the read drive
and wait for it to become free.
Under some workloads the static partitions can lead to

load imbalance, for example if a read drive is idle but there
are no requests for platters in its logical partition. The traffic
manager uses a work stealing scheme where shuttles from
lightly loadedpartitions can temporarilymoveoutsideof their
assigned partition to pick platters from an overloaded parti-
tion. The controller monitors the amount of data to be read
from each partition and triggers the work stealing scheme if
the difference between the least loaded and the most loaded
partition exceeds a defined threshold. Motion outside a par-
tition is done using shortest path routing, but this may create
additional congestion.

5 Error Correction
In this section, we outline two coding techniques used in

Silica to implement a persistent and reliable storage layer:
intra-sector error correction (LDPC), and inter-sector erasure
coding using Network Coding (NC).
LDPC. There are two classes of error modes that can impact
individual sectors:Write- and read-time errors.Write-time er-
rors could occur if the laser energy is nonoptimal during writ-
ing (for example, if sufficiently-large particulates are present

in the optical path duringwriting), resulting in voxelsmissing
from the sector. These types of errors are expected to be rare,
as data center environments are clean and active monitoring
and control of the laser energy is expected. Read-time errors
are typically non-deterministic and mostly the result of sto-
chastic read sensor noise, as with most storage media. They
result in a small number of random voxels in the sector being
decoded incorrectly.
To protect against sector-level errors, we use low-density

parity-check (LDPC) codes [30], a commonclass of codes used
inother storagedevices such asharddisk drives andSSDs [52].
We also employ per-sector checksums to verify that the re-
sult of the LDPC decode procedure is correct. We provision
the amount of LDPC overhead per-sector empirically, based
primarily on the expected error rate resulting from read-time
errors.Write-time errors that result in the loss of more voxels
in the sector than the LDPC code can cope with are handled
using the following erasure coding schemes.
Erasure Coding. Failures that cannot be resolved using
LDPC turn into a sector erasure. In Silica, we rely on net-
work coding [22] to handle such cases.

We define a network group of sectors to be 𝐼+𝑅 sectors com-
posed of 𝐼 information and𝑅 redundant sectors, such that any
𝐼 sectors in the group canbeused to construct anyother sector
in the group. Conversely, each group can tolerate up to 𝑅 sec-
tor failures. Information sectors in a network group contain
user data whereas redundant sectors are encoded as linear
combinationsof the information sectors.Due to theproperties
of the binomial distribution, the probability of being unable to
recover a group falls rapidly with the size of the group (𝐼+𝑅).
We design our network coding scheme to provide both

(i) fast recovery in the common case of independent sector
failures, and (ii) durability through large erasure code groups
for other cases. Note that glass media is trulyWORM, and as
it is freed from the constraint of expensive coding updates,
Silica can use group sizes in the tens of thousands as opposed
to the small groups in existing storage systems (e.g., 10+4).
Within-track NC. Recall that a track is the minimum

read unit. To cope with independent sector failures within
a single track, which we expect to be the common case of
sector failures, we rely on within-track network coding. We
partition sectors within a track to 𝐼𝑡 =𝑂 (100) information
sectors and𝑅𝑡 =𝑂 (10) redundancy sectors. From a track read,
only 𝐼𝑡 sectors need to be decoded successfully to recover it
completely, providingdurability against sector failureswithin
a track at no additional read cost.

Large-group NC. Correlated sector failures within a single
track that cannot be resolved using within-track coding can
be handled using large coding groups across independent
tracks in the same platter. For each platter containing user
data, we group 𝐼𝑙 =𝑂 (100) information tracks in the platter
and generate 𝑅𝑙 =𝑂 (10) large-group redundancy tracks per
group. Each of these groups have thousands of redundant



sectors for tens of thousands of information sectors in the
platter.
Cross-platter NC. The previous two levels of network

coding protect against decode errors within a given platter.
To handle platter unavailability due to shuttle or read drive
failures, we use cross-platter network coding. We define a
platter-set to have 𝐼𝑝+𝑅𝑝 platters composed of 𝐼𝑝 information
platters and 𝑅𝑝 redundant platters. User data is stored in infor-
mation platters, and redundancy platters are accessed only
when a platter from their set is unavailable.

Within a platter set, one track from each platter is orga-
nized into a network group. That is, sectors of 𝑅𝑝 tracks on
the redundant platters are encoded for information sectors of
𝐼𝑝 tracks on the information platters. Note that this is signifi-
cantly stronger than simply groupingmatching sectors in the
platters; whilst at the same time, if a platter is unavailable, a
read of a track is only inflated to the 𝐼𝑝 matching trackswithin
the platter-set. The redundancy tracks of redundancy platters
are additionally encoded to protect the information tracks in
the information platters.
Durability. In summary, the immutability and durability of
the media enables Silica to disaggregate the error handling,
tune each technique, and combine them to deliver efficiency.
Errors that impact voxels randomly are handled with LDPC
and uncorrelated sector errors are handled with the in-track
erasure code. Any residual correlated sector errors are han-
dled with the very large network coding groups across many
independent tracks within a platter and unavailability of plat-
ters is handled with the cross-platter erasure code.
Note that we verify every platter after writing, and so we

know for every sector both whether it is recoverable, and
the available LDPCmargin. Together with the expected read
error rate over time,we can determinewhether to record a file
as durably stored in the media. If a file cannot be recovered
from a platter during verification, it can simply be kept in
staging and rewritten onto a different platter later. Since the
media is used as part of a cloud service as opposed to data or
software distribution, the entire platter need not be rewritten
due to rare write-side problems that affect a subset of its files.

When choosing the size of the network groups for each of
these levels of network coding, there are trade-offs between
recovery effort, probability of decode failure, and storageover-
head. We discuss these trade-offs along with how data in a
Silica library is laid out in Section 6.

6 Data Layout andManagement
The data layout impacts both the performance and avail-

ability of the system in handling read requests. As described
in Section 2, it is possible to smooth the write rate over 30
days or more. Files can be staged in the storage front-end
before being written to platters; we can use this time to make
decisions about data placement to maximize the expected

read performance and availability. Within a deployment, we
address data placement at four separate levels:
Assignment of files to platters. Like other storage systems,
we want to pack files that we expect to read together to the
same platter. This minimizes the costs of platter travel, load,
and unload. We can use the (opaque) customer account iden-
tifiers, file write times, and historical access trends to make
informed decisions on which files should be packed together.
To ensure time-efficient read of large files, we shard them into
multiple platters to parallelize their reads.
Placement of files within a platter. Given a set of files
to place inside an information platter, we need to decide on
which information sectors containwhichfile’s data andwhich
sectors contain redundant network coding data. To do so, we
need to consider the ordering of files and the storage overhead
of redundancy within the platter.

The minimum read unit is a single track and the read drive
can read adjacent tracks in serpentine sector-orderwithout an
additional seek. Thus, we want to locate a file, and co-locate
groups of files that are likely to be read together, within a
single or adjacent tracks. Additionally, from a single track,
we want to obtain both the requested data and enough redun-
dancy to recover that data in the common case of independent
sector failures. This is possible to achievewithin a single track
for the majority of read requests since they are for small files
(Section 2).

Since an entire track is read at a time, we need to focus
on the probability of failure to decode a whole track. Recall
from Section 5 that each track forms a network sub-group of
hundreds of sectors. This large group size provides excellent
protection from independent sector failures, even if the proba-
bility of sector failure is high.With a redundancy overhead of
∼ 8%, and a sector (LDPC) failure probability of 10−3 (which is
whatweobserve inourprototype), theprobability of failure to
decode a track is less than 10−24. In addition, large-group NC
across tracks provides protection against correlated sector
failures within a track, with around ∼ 2% additional over-
head. For manageability, we assume that every information
platter in Silica has the same partitioning of information and
redundancy sectors, so, the structure of the network groups
do not need storing for each platter and the within-platter
redundancy overhead is the same for all information platters.
To conclude, given a set of files to place in the platter, we

order them such that related files are next to each other. Start-
ing from the first track,moving in serpentine sector-order, we
place files into the information sectors while calculating and
placing the associated redundant sectors. Since we do not in-
vestigate the optimal packing of files to tracks with respect to
their sizes, sectors related to an individual file may be spread
across onemore track than the optimal. However, in that case,
the extra track is adjacent so the read cost is minimal.
Partitioning platters to platter-sets.Given a set of infor-
mation platters, we need to partition them to formplatter-sets
and to create redundancy platters. Similar to the assignment



of files to platters, we want to group information platters that
contain files that are likely to be read together. Since many
platters from the same platter-set need to be loaded and read
in case of a shuttle or read drive failure, such partitioning
allows us to streamline the travel and mechanical costs of
recovery with those of a regular request.
Placement of platters within a deployment.Wewant to
place platter-sets such that wemaximize the read-availability
of a deployment, as well as the utilization of its write drives,
readdrives, and shuttles. First,weassume that thedeployment
consists of a single librarywhich is theminimumdeployment
unit (MDU).

As in Section 5, every platter-set consists of 𝐼 information
and 𝑅 redundancy platters and increasing 𝑅 increases a li-
brary’s tolerance to shuttle and read drive failures. There are
various failure cases for these components such as unrespon-
sive shuttles or read drives. Additionally, although we do not
expect shuttle-bound collisions due to our hardware and shut-
tle management measures, for robustness of placement, we
consider even two-shuttle collision as a failure case. Note that
the library controller can reliably detect shuttle or read drive
failures.

Each failure case in our analysis has a corresponding blast
zone, which is the area of the library that is inaccessible due
to the failure, specified at the granularity of one shelf of one
rack. When a failure occurs, any platter stored in the blast
zone will be temporarily unavailable. In addition, zero to two
platters may be inaccessible within the failed components,
e.g., one within a read drive or one each within two collided
shuttles. We want to minimize the number of platters from
the same platter-set that may be unavailable due to a single
failure, so, we place platters such that no two platters from
the same platter set can be within a blast zone. Thus, a sin-
gle failure can make at most three platters from the same
platter-set unavailable. In Silica, we fix𝑅 to 3, so that a library
can serve all read requests while a worst-case failure is being
resolved. Note that the number of concurrent failures that can
be tolerated could be improved using more complex traffic
management policies that make sure a shuttle does not travel
around platters from the same set as the one it carries, but
this would come at the cost of flexibility and performance.
Given a fixed 𝑅, there are multiple considerations for de-

ciding 𝐼 , namely, redundancy overhead at the write drive, the
size of the library, and recovery effort. Increasing 𝐼 decreases
the ratio of the redundantwork done at thewrite drive, which
we would like to minimize for cost-effective and sustainable
writing. However, it can increase the minimum number of
storage racks required in a library since each platter from the
same set needs to be placed in a sufficiently separate area of
the library. In addition, increasing 𝐼 increases the number of
platters that need to be loaded and read in case recovery is
needed. However, as mentioned above, we can reduce some
of the recovery cost by forming platter-sets carefully so that

Table 1. Write time redundancy overhead and minimum
storage racks for different platter-set configurations.

I+R
(platter sets)

Redundancy overhead
at write drive

Storage racks
needed

12+3 25 % 6
16+3 18.8 % 7
24+3 12.5 % 10

we take advantage of the temporal locality of the requests and
the many-hour SLO.

Table 1 summarizes the redundancy overhead at the write
drive and the minimum number of storage racks needed in a
library for various values of 𝐼 . Note that based on our design, a
library needs at least six storage racks. Given a number of plat-
ters, 𝐼 , and 𝑅, we have a method of determining the required
number of storage racks based on binary integer program-
ming. For brevity, we omit thismethod and present the results
here. For ourMDUasdescribed inSection4,we chooseplatter-
sets of 16 information platters and 3 redundancy platters.

When placing platters from the same platter-set in a multi-
library deployment, we spread them out within and across
libraries as much as possible, while maintaining the invariant
that at most one of them is in any potential blast zone. Li-
braries are independent of each other and do not share drives
or shuttles, so spreading platters from a platter-set across
libraries increases the deployment’s robustness against un-
foreseen failures. As an added advantage, because we assign
files that we expect to read together to the same platter-set,
spreading them across libraries leads to better load-balancing
and higher utilization of libraries at read-time.
Note that the platter locations in Silica are fixed: after a

read, a platter is replaced in its initial location. This reduces
the complexity of the controller since the validity of the place-
ment of a platter-set, or the optimality of the library-wide
placement need not be examined after each platter access.
The only exception to this rule is if a platter’s initial location
is unavailable after it is read due to a shuttle failure, in which
case, the platter is temporarily stored in a different slot until
the failure is resolved.
To sum up, given a platter-set with 16 information and 3

redundancy platters, we place each platter in the set such
that no two platters from the set are in the same potential
blast zone. While choosing a slot for the platter, we prioritize
slots that are in areas of the deployment least occupied. If a
number of tracks in a platter needs to be recovered due to its
unavailability, the corresponding tracks need to be read from
16 other platters in that platter-set.
Metadatamanagement. The naming and indexing of files
in the Silica service is similar to Azure Cloud storage [10]. All
mappings above such as within-library and within-platter ad-
dresses are stored as additional metadata per file in a separate,
highly-available storage service, backed by warmer media
such as HDDs. During a normal read operation, the metadata
service is first accessed to locate the file in the Silica service.



(a) Horizontal motion (b) Vertical motion (crabbing) (c) Picking and placing (d) Random seeks

Figure 3. Benchmarks from the library prototype.

Figure 4. Shuttle prototype 1.

However, each platter is self-descriptive and its header con-
tains the list of files on it. Therefore, a file can still be located
within the service after a platter-level scan of libraries, should
the metadata service be unavailable.

7 Evaluation
In this section, we provide an evaluation of the system de-

signof Silica libraries.We simulate real cloudworkloads using
a full-system discrete event simulator, a digital twin of the
library that is configured with the mechanical latency obser-
vations from our prototype. We aim to answer the following
questions:

• What are the requirements from library components to
sustain present cloud archival workloads?

• Can Silica efficiently and flexibly serve different profiles of
workloads while keeping component utilization high?

• Can Silica libraries remain performant under future work-
loads or when requested platters are unavailable?

7.1 The Library Prototype
We start with a brief description of racks and shuttles in

the prototype Silica library. Then, we measure the latency of
the mechanical operations involved in serving read requests.
Racks and shuttles.We assume that storage racks have 10
shelves per panel and that a read rack can fit up to 10 drives
and should have at least two drives for availability. In our
experiments, we assume fully populated read racks. Shuttles
are bound to their panel and can move and handle only one
platter at a time. Figure 4 shows a photo of a Silica shuttle on
a storage rack.

1Videos of the prototype library are available at aka.ms/Silica.

Benchmarking. We provide observed latencies from our
prototype library for shuttle- and read drive-bound mechan-
ical overheads. There are up to six mechanical operations
involved in a read operation: horizontal and vertical shuttle
motion, picking and placing of a platter, mounting a platter
and seeking within a platter.

- Thehorizontalmotionof the shuttle has twodistinct phases.
First, the shuttle performs a fast linearmovement to the tar-
get location, fully defined by acceleration / deceleration and
top speed. Then, fine tuning of the position is performed
to align with the target, which always takes ∼0.5 s. Our ob-
served behavior from the prototype is shown in Figure 3(a)
alongwith thepredictions of themotionmodel in thedigital
twin.

- Figure 3(b) shows that vertical motion is predictable: the
difference between the fastest and slowest crabbing oper-
ation is only 88 ms, and crabbing up and down have similar
medians and tails, with 86% of operations completing in 3 s
or less, with a maximum of 3.02 s.

- Each shuttle has a picker that can also carry one platter.
Figure 3(c) shows the performance of pick and place opera-
tions. Picking is on average 170 ms slower that placing due
to the weight of the platter.

- Our prototype read drives do not have a fully automated
mounting mechanism; we assume a conservative constant
overhead of 1 s for every mount or unmount operation, as
well as for fast switching (see Section 3.1).

- We use our prototype read stage to benchmark seek delays.
Figure 3(d) shows the distribution of random seek times
with a median and maximum of 0.6 and 2 s respectively.

We configure the digital twin to sample mechanical oper-
ation durations from the abovementioned distributions.
7.2 Methodology
The primary metric we focus on is the completion time

of a read request, which is the delay between the reception of
a read request and the last byte read and sent from the library.
We focus on 99.9th percentile, i.e., the tail completion time.
We assume an SLO of 15 hours to the last byte, which is in line
with current archival services [7, 31]. The completion time
does not include the disaggregated decode, however, decode
requests can be submitted with high priority to the ML stack
for reads that complete close to the SLO.

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/project/project-silica/


(a) Per-drive throughput (IOPS) (b) Per-drive througput (Volume) (c) Increasing shuttles helps (IOPS) (d) Shuttles improve load balancing
(Volume)

Figure 5. Performance of Silica with different read drive throughputs and different number of shuttles per library.

Workload.Weevaluate Silica usingdifferent read traces from
a representative data center in a large cloud archival service.
We aim to show that Silica can serve as the backend to that
service, which is currently backed by tape libraries.

To choose the read traces to simulate, we consider 12-hour
rolling intervals across six months in the data center. We
choose intervals with (i) the highest volume of data read (Vol-
ume), (ii) highest number of read requests (IOPS), and (iii) a
Typical interval. To put theworkloads into context: compared
to Typical, IOPS has approximately 10x more reads per vol-
ume read, while Volume has a 25x higher volume read, but
only 5x more reads by count. For each of these three 12-hour
intervals, we create a workload trace which also includes pre-
vious (warm-up) and subsequent (cool-down) read requests
and record statistics about the requests issued in the interval.
Unless otherwise mentioned, we do not assume data local-
ity, i.e., we distribute the read requests to platters stored in
the library uniformly. However, we investigate the impact of
skewed read request placement in Section 7.5. If a file consists
of multiple tracks, we assume that the tracks are adjacent as
described in Section 6.
We do not replay write requests since writes are buffered,

disaggregated, and do not impact read completion times. We
assume a platter to be verified is always mounted in the drive
and measure the time each drive is able to spend on verifica-
tion.
Provisioning.The ingress rate can be smoothed as described
inSection2andserviced if the librarieshaveenoughaggregate
write throughput. Hence, we compute the ingress rate at trace
time and use the rate to determine the number of libraries
(MDUs) to provision.

For each trace, we compute the number of platters in the
libraries based on the amount of data stored in the backend at
trace time. This leads to data centers where Silica libraries are
not full, which we expect to be the case in a library that is in
early stages of its lifecycle. To evaluate performance of a full
library, we use synthetic traces as described in Section 7.7.
Baselines for comparison. To understand the overhead of
shuttle mechanics and management, we use a baseline called
No Shuttles (NS). NS can start loading the next platter into
the read drive as soon as it becomes available. Although this

system is infeasible since it assumes infinitely fast shuttles, it
provides a proxy to the lower bound of the shuttle overhead.
To evaluate our shuttle management policy, we compare

it with the strawman baseline called Shortest Paths (SP). This
baseline has no partitioning of panels and any shuttle can
move anywhere in the panel using shortest path routing.Note
that for all evaluated systems,weuse the sameworkload, num-
ber of read drives and shuttles, and physical layout.
7.3 Exploring Component Requirements
The number of shuttles, as well as per-drive throughput

play a key role in the performance of the library. The follow-
ing section explores the impact of each of these parameters
using the digital twin and workload traces.

7.3.1 Per-drive read throughput First, we want to inves-
tigate the necessary throughput per read drive to sustain the
range of workloads we have.We fix the number of read drives
in the library to 20 (the maximum possible in the MDU), and
the number of shuttles in the library to 20 (one per read drive).
We explore a range between 30 and 210 MB/s of throughput
per drive, in increments of 30 as described in Section 3. We
plot the tail completion time vs. per-drive read throughput for
the IOPS and Volumeworkloads in Figure 5(a) and Figure 5(b)
respectively. It might be expected that bandwidth-intensive
(Volume) workloads require tape-scale (hundreds MB/s) read
throughput per drive. However, we see that for both IOPS and
Volumeworkloads, 30MB/s read drives complete the requests
within the SLO.

More specifically for the IOPS workload, high throughput
read drives do not significantly reduce tail completion time.
For example, the tail completion time for NS plateaus at about
15 minutes for 60 MB/s and above. For Silica, where shuttles
addextramechanical overhead, it iswell under SLOat 30MB/s
per drive, just under 3 hours at 60MB/s per drive, and plateaus
at around 2.5 hours for higher throughputs. Although not
plotted, the same trend holds for the Typical workload, with
plateaus at 2.6 and 48 minutes for NS and Silica respectively.
For bandwidth-intensive workloads, the aggregate read

throughput delivered by a library is critical, so we expect the
throughput of the read drive to be more significant. For the
Volume workload, we observe that the tail completion time is



Figure 6. Read drive utilization, IOPS, 20 shuttles, 40 read
drives.
dropping as per-drive throughput increases, though improve-
ments beyond 60-120MB/s tail off. This trend is consistent for
both NS and Silica, showing that the ultimate bottleneck for
thisworkload is neither the shuttle overheadnor theper-drive
throughput, but the drive mechanics (loading, mounting and
seeking) that reduce the goodput of the drives.
Summary. Silica library components are designed for the
cloud with the goal of minimizing mechanical overheads, as
informed by the bursty cloud workloads. Additionally, the
glass media is random-access. Accordingly, we can see that
Silica libraries can service present IOPS-intensive workloads
within SLO even with 30 MB/s read drives. For bandwidth-
intensive workloads, 60 MB/s read drives yield the best trade-
off between per-drive throughput and tail completion time.
In both cases, the throughput requirements from the read
drives are way under the expectations from tape drives. For
tractability, in the rest of the evaluation, unless mentioned
otherwise, we assume 60MB/s read drives, and 20 read drives
per library.

7.3.2 Number of shuttles in a library To speed up plat-
ter retrieval and delivery to read drives, we can increase the
number of shuttles per library. In this experiment, we want
to investigate the optimal number of shuttles for a variety of
workloads. We fix the per-drive read throughput to 60 MB/s,
the number of read drives to 20, and we vary the number of
shuttles from 8 to 40 (two per read drive).We plot the tail com-
pletion time vs. number of shuttles for the IOPS and Volume
workloads in Figure 5(c) and Figure 5(d). Note that NS has
no shuttles, and so for each trace, its tail completion time is
constant across the sweep.
For the IOPS workload, the tail completion time of NS is

22.2minutes. For both SP and Silica, the large number of IOPS
incurs additional shuttle overheads, but both systems remain
within the SLO for all shuttle provisionings. Notably, shut-
tles are really instrumental for reducing the tail completion
time for Silica, from 10 hours with 8 shuttles to 1 hour and 20
minutes with 40 shuttles, with diminishing returns from 20
shuttles onwards. For the Volume workload, the tail comple-
tion time of NS is 4.6 hours, a Silica deployment needs at least
12 shuttles to service requests within SLO, and the overhead
from shuttles diminishes when 20 are provisioned per library.
Summary. Silica shuttles can efficiently cope with differ-
ent types of workloads with completion times substantially

below the SLOwhen enough are provisioned. For the IOPS-
intensive workload, shuttles are critical in platter delivery,
and thus increasing shuttles steadily reduces tail completion
time for Silica. For the volume-intensive workload, although
the important constraint is the aggregate read throughput,
increasing the number of shuttles still leads to performance
improvements through loadbalancingbetween readdrives. In
the following experiments, we assume 20 shuttles per library.
7.4 Read drive utilization
In Silica, read drives support two concurrent workloads:

customer reads and verifications.We now evaluate the ability
of fast switching (see Section 3.1), to avoid head of line block-
ing of customer reads while keeping drives at high utilization
Wemeasure read drive utilizationwhich we define as the frac-
tion of time a drive spends executing read requests or verifies,
including mounting, unmounting and seeking, but excluding
fast switching.
Figure 6 shows the average read drive utilization for Sil-

ica across all workloads. The average drive utilization is very
high: above 96% for allworkloads, showing that fast switching
is an efficient mechanism for enabling the responsiveness of
the systemwhile keeping drives highly utilized. Read drives
spend most of their time on verification for all workloads.
Surprisingly, drives spend on average more time to service
the IOPS workload than Volume: 31% vs. 26% respectively.
This is due to more frequent mounting and unmounting of
platters for IOPS. For the Typical workload, only 6% of the
drive time is spent on reads vs. 91% for verifies.
Summary. Verifies must be preempted to service read re-
quests in a timely manner. While such context-switching
can normally reduce read drive utilization, fast switching al-
lows read drives to remain at high utilization across different
workload profiles. Moreover, read drives can efficiently serve
verifies even during bursts, in addition to the high verify rate
during typical periods.
7.5 Shuttle Management

Next, we focus on evaluating the shuttle management poli-
cies described inSection4.Ourgoal is to showthat thepolicies
perform efficient platter retrieval, scale well with the number
of shuttles, and are energy-efficient.
Partitioning.We now evaluate the impact of dividing the
panel into logical partitions and restricting shuttle motion
to remain within partitions (Section 4). For that, we com-
pare Silica to SP which is the strawman policy that does not
have partitioning. We use the IOPS workload, where shuttle
movement is maximized. In Figure 5(c), we see that Silica
enables substantially lower tail completion times than SP: 2.8
vs. 5 hours. We quantify the congestion overhead per travel
as the time difference between (i) observed travel time and
(ii) expected travel time in the absence of stopping due to
obstructing shuttles. Figure 7(a) shows congestion overheads
for SP and Silica as a function of the number of shuttles. For
SP, any shuttle canmove anywhere in the panel, whichmeans



(a) Scalable congestion management (b) Sustainable routing (c) Skewed request distribution

Figure 7. Performance of shuttle management.

that increasing the number of shuttles leads to more conflicts
and linearly increases congestion. In contrast, Silica is able
to scale out, with congestion remaining within 10% for any
number of shuttles. This is because under normal operation,
shuttles remain within their partitions and do not conflict
with each other.

An additional benefit of partitioning the shuttle manage-
ment is the much lower power consumption per travel due to
shorter travel distances and fewer acceleration / deceleration
cycles. This impacts the duty cycle of battery-powered shut-
tles, as well as the sustainability of the library. We measure
the average power consumed by the horizontal and vertical
motionmotors of the shuttle per platter operation. Figure 7(b)
shows the power saving per platter operation of Silica over SP.
The results show substantial energy-efficiency improvements
for any number of shuttles, consuming on average 20%-90%
less power per platter operation. Furthermore, energy savings
improve as the number of shuttles in the library increase since
each shuttle travels less on average. Contrarily, as the number
of shuttles increase, SP is hit by congestion-induced stop/start
overheads.
Load balancing.While partitioning the panels of the library
for congestion avoidance has performance and sustainability
benefits, if the read load across partitions is skewed, restricted
flexibility can result in performance degradation. Therefore,
an appropriate fallback from strict partitioning is necessary.
Silicaachieves this fallbackbyusing thework-stealingscheme
as described in Section 4.
We want to evaluate the impact of workloads where read

requests are distributed skewed across partitions. We show
results of the Volume workload, and we use a Zipfian distri-
bution to assign requests to platters. This results in a highly-
skewed request layout: i.e., the most accessed platter has an
order of magnitude more data read than the second most ac-
cessed platter. Figure 7(c) summarizes our results. Without
loadbalancing, Silicadoesnotmeet theSLOwitha tail comple-
tion time of over 21 hours, because load is uneven across read
drives. The results show the load balancing of work stealing,
whichhas a tail completion timeof 11.5hours. This is achieved
at the expense of extra travel delays as shuttles occasionally
move outside their partitions. The tail travel time increases

Figure 8. Impact of platter unavailability, 20 read drives, 20
shuttles.

from 29.4 seconds without load balancing to 76 seconds with
load balancing. NS, which does not have any shuttle overhead
and is able to flexibly load any platter into any read drive in
the panel, has a tail completion time of 7.5 hours.
Summary. Silica provides flexible shuttle management that
can copewell with different load distributions. In cases where
requests are distributed balanced across a library or libraries,
the partitioning scheme leads to efficient platter delivery. In
addition, it supports our goal of sustainable design by reduc-
ing power waste. Where there is skew in the placement of
requests, work stealing allows the shuttle management to
adapt and service requests within the SLO.
7.6 Performance with unavailable platters

Asdescribed inSection6, someplatters in the librarymaybe
unavailable due to the failure of a shuttle or read drive. In that
case, the cross-platter network coding is leveraged to retrieve
the data. We use 20 shuttles and 20 read drives per library, we
obtain results for different read drive throughputs for IOPS
and Volume traces. We choose the unavailable platters uni-
formly randomly, similar to howwe distribute files to platters.

Figure 8 shows the tail completion time for up to 10% of un-
available platters, which corresponds to several hundreds of
platters, ormultiple blast zones in an early library. The results
for the IOPS workload indicate the efficiency of shuttle travel
andmanagement in the library:with16xreadamplification for
10%of theplatters, Silica can service requestswithin SLOeven
with 30 MB/s readers. With bandwidth-intensive workloads
such as Volume, read amplification is more pressing, since the
aggregate throughput of the library is a bottleneck.Wecan see
the benefit of higher throughput read drives here, going from



Figure 9. Performance of a full library.

30 MB/s to 60 MB/s drives reduces the tail completion time
with 10% platter unavailability from 35 hours to ∼15 hours.
Summary.For the IOPS-intensiveworkload, theSilica library
can comfortably service requests within SLO even under 10%
platter unavailability. With bandwidth-intensive workloads,
the aggregate library throughput is critical: drive throughput
of over 60 MB/s or more read racks per library would yield
better performance under failures.
7.7 Full library
Thus far, we have focused our analysis on real archival

data and workload traces, which lead to libraries that are not
full. Nevertheless, we want to analyze performance in a fully
populated library. To do so, we create synthetic traces based
on a steady read rate and Poisson arrival. We assume each
file is around 100 MB, which is the average file size obtained
from ourworkload analysis.We focus on the completion time
of requests that arrive in a 6-hour window (that is padded
with warm-up and cool-down periods as before). We fix the
number of read drives and shuttles in the library to 20 and
distribute requests uniformly randomly across a full library.
We obtain results for read drives with per-drive throughputs
of 30, 60, and 120 MB/s (Figure 9).
To put the read rates into context: the mean read rate per

Silica library in the early deployment that we simulate above
is 0.3 reads/sec. Assuming a periodic deletion rate of 5% and a
cool-down rate of 10%, we expect a mean rate of 1.6 reads/sec
for a similar library 9-age-folds into the future. We see that
60 MB/s read drives can service such a workload with a tail
completion time of around 8 hours.
Summary.Afull librarycanservicemeanexpectedbehaviour
with similar read drives used to service workloads today.
Should expectations change or for more challenging future
workloads, the aggregate throughput and performance of a
library can be improved by adding read racks to the end of
the library as it ages.

8 RelatedWork
Technologies like DNA storage offer the promise of an ex-

tremely densemedia for long-termdata storage.However, the
high costs and low throughputs of oligonucleotide synthesis
and sequencing continue to hamper the technology’s feasi-
bility. The total amount of data demonstrably stored in DNA
remains on the order of MBs [13], and building a functional
storage system that can offer reasonable SLAs underpinned

by DNA is a substantial challenge. Alternative DNA-based
technologies like dNAM [20] attempt to bypass costly se-
quencing and synthesis steps, sacrificing density down to
densities comparable with magnetic tape [20].
Optical archival storage have been proposed in the past

using optical discs. ROS [48] is an optical disc library designed
for data preservation. Facebook [33] also explored Blue-Ray
discs for archival storage. These are based on single frames
containing drives, mechanics and 1000s of optical disks. The
key challenge for them is the optical disc capacity, today
around 500 GB, which is significantly below tape per unit of
volume. Glass can support very high densities [51] and even
in early generations the density per mm3 will be higher than
production tape. Holographic storage [17] is not used as it
too suffers from low volumetric densities.

Most cloud based archival storage services likely useHDDs
in some role [6, 32, 36], but lowering the cost of storage is
important. Systems like MAID [16] and Pelican [8] are HDD-
based storageoptimized for archive.They reduce the total cost
of ownership but not to the level that can compete with tape.
Control of robotic libraries is well understood, but using

free roaming robotics in a shared environment has many
trade-offs[44]. A planning algorithm that provides complete-
ness and path optimality [29] for real-time usage is hard and
requires trade-offs [9, 19, 34]. Learning based approaches can
lack predictability[15]. We have prioritized real-time opera-
tionandused logical partitioning inSilica tomake this feasible.
We plan to use the current platform to explore more sophis-
ticated path-finding and scheduling algorithms that may be
better.

9 Discussion
Cost and sustainability are of paramount concern in the

cloud. Today, the only cost-competitive option for storing
archival data is magnetic tape, as it offers the lowest $/TB
cost. The unique properties of the glass media and the clean-
slate, cloud-first co-designof thehardware and software allow
Silica to be fundamentally more sustainable and achieve sig-
nificantly lower costs for archival data than magnetic tape.
Table 2 compares different aspects of magnetic tape and Silica
technologies on cost.
Glass is the ideal media for archival storage. It is low-cost

and readily available to manufacture at scale due to its use
of sand as the rawmaterial. In contrast, while magnetic tape
is a more sustainable media than HDDs [47], manufacturing
magnetic tape still requires significant amounts of energy and
water, and results in higher cost, greenhouse gas, and air pol-
lutant emissions [2, 3, 27], compared to fused silica glass [1]2.
Operationally, Silica also has fundamental advantages over
magnetic tape. The durability and resilience of glass media
means that Silica libraries can operate in a standard data cen-
ter environment and do not spend any energy on scrubbing

2We expect a public report on this in due course.



Technology Tape Silica

Media
Manufacturing

Financial cost H L

Environmental impact H L

Media
Maintenance

Scrubbing M L

DC Environmentals H L

Drive
Operations

Read process M L

Write process M H

Processing compute M L

Table 2. Cost comparison between different aspects of
magnetic tape and Silica technologies. L: Low, M: Medium,
H: High.

any data. In contrast, magnetic tapes are notorious for being
susceptible to any changes in environmental conditions such
as humidity, temperature, and dust. As a result, tape libraries
need to operate in tightly-controlled environments separate
from the rest of the data center, increasing their deployment
andmaintenance costs [4, 11, 25, 35]. Another consequence is
that tape libraries need to scrub theirmedia over its entire life-
time, further adding to environmental and financial costs [11].
The Silica read drives use polarization microscopy, which

is a commoditized technique widely used in many applica-
tions [12, 18, 24, 28] and is low-cost. Currently, system cost in
Silica is dominated by the write drives, as they use femtosec-
ond lasers which are currently expensive and used in niche
applications. This highlights the importance of resource pro-
portionality in the system, as write drive utilization needs to
bemaximized in order tominimize costs. As the Silica technol-
ogy proliferates, it will drive up the demand for femtosecond
lasers, commoditizing the technology. As tape technology
continues to mature [14], magnetic write and read processes
will require continued investment and significant complexity
to improve, requiring advancements in both head and media
technology [21].
9.1 FutureWork
Our current design uses known techniques for request

scheduling and library trafficmanagement.While our evalua-
tion shows that these techniques already performwell, more
sophisticated algorithms that better exploit the properties of
the systemmight yield further performance and robustness
benefits. In particular, learning-based approaches for shuttle
scheduling could yield improvements to request completion
times and reduce the number of shuttles required in a library.
Similarly, our data layout techniques, namely the placement
and assignment of files to platters and of platters to physical
locations, could be improved using further knowledge of the
workload.

TheSilica system is air-gap-by-design: onceaplatter iswrit-
ten it is no longer accessible by a write drive, and read drives

cannot modify the platter, leading to a physically immutable
storage medium. There are several systems and security op-
portunities that such a medium presents. For instance, glass
media provides a natural fit for append-only data structures
such as blockchains. Additionally, there may be system-level
benefits from evolving data archive design for a media that is
naturally log-structured.Finally, thedurabilityand immutabil-
ity offered by the technology ensure and protect the integrity
of data at a physical level, as opposed to software-protected
integrity through, e.g., checksums. This stronger integrity
property enables exploration of new security guarantees for
data-at-rest.

Beyond traditional systems concerns, there is future work
for the broader community and data preservation ecosystem.
Engaging with many organizations with a vested interest in
data preservation has highlighted the importance of consid-
ering the end-to-end data preservation workflow beyond the
storage system itself. Once media and data durability at the
byte level is a solved problem, there are concerns around file
format and application-level obsolescence that need to be ad-
dressed.Thisbroader considerationofhowhumanknowledge
is preserved presents opportunities for cross-disciplinary re-
search and includes the ways in which users interact with a
data preservation workflow (and indeed, what such a work-
flow even looks like), but also how data archives are curated
and maintained, in order to maximize their utility to future
generations.

10 Conclusion
Silica has been designed from the glassmedia up to support

cloud archival storage. It uses design principles derived from
understanding the archival workload in a large public cloud
with the hardware and software co-designed to achieve them.
In this paper, we focus on the computer system aspects of Sil-
ica and evaluate it using a prototype library and a full-system
discrete event simulator. We show that Silica libraries can
efficiently and sustainably support the cloud for long-term
storage.
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